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Basic term of philippine folk dancing

Philippines Terms of Citizen Dance Is Used in compressing Folk Dance, Philippines. Here are common Dance Terms in Philipp Folk Dance: • Abracete - Girl on the right, holding the partner's right arm with her left hand, free-handed on the sidelines. The term is Spanish and is used in Rigodon and in
other dances. • Weapons in Lateral Position - both arms are on one side, either right or left. This can be done in the shoulder chest or waist level. • Weapons in reverse T position - The arms are horror side, the elbow bent on the right angle, forearms parallel to the head, palm oil forward or face forward,
the loose fist is closed. • Bilao – To turn your hands and sow alternately, hands at the waist level in front, elbows near the waist. • Brush – Weighs on one leg, hits the floor with a ball or heel of another leg (free leg) after which his legs are lifted from the floor to any direction. • Cabeceras - When the
dancer is in a square formation, the pair occupying the width of the hall are called cabeceras or head spouses. This comes from Spain. • Clockwise – Such as the movement of the watch hand. Right shoulder towards the imaginary circle centre. When facing the centre, the movement is towards the left. •
Clockwise direction – Inverse direction clockwise. Shoulder left towards the imaginary circle center. When facing the center, movement in the right direction. • Costados - When the Dancer is in a square formation, the couple occupying the length of the hall are called costados or side pairs. This comes
from Spain. • Crossing a gun - Partner faces each other or stands side by side, the girl on the right of the boy. They joined the left-hander together and their right hand together either right on the Left or Left in the right hand. • Cross-Over - Two pairs (vis-à-vis) opposite each other. Each couple continued
the straight line to the opposite place. The girl went through their left shoulder between the boys. Boys bow to each other when they meet in the middle or at about a third of the way, then proceed to the opposite place. Upon reaching the opposite place, the partner turned, the girls stood on the right side of
the partner. • Cut – To quickly remear one leg with the other, thereof fully cares from the knocked legs. • Do-Si-Do(Dos-a-Dos) – Vis-à-vis (opposite) both advances forward, pass the right (or left) side respectively, stepping right (or left), moving backwards without turning their left (or right) side to the right
spot. This comes from foreign and is used in many Philippine dances. • Draw – For one leg along the floor is close to the other that has a weight loss may or may not be moved. • Free Legs – Feet do not bear weight. Agency. Free Hands - Hands don't put anywhere or don't do anything. • Hands on the
Waist – Place the hands on the waistline (in the smallest part of the torso), incoming knuckles, fingers pointing behind. • Hapay – To grow or offer a hand sweep, hat or a glass of wine to someone as an invitation mark. • Hayon – Hayon – To put one forearm in front and another on the back of the waist.
This is a Visayan term. • Hop – Spring from one leg lands on the same foot in place or any direction (in front, behind, side or across). • Inside the Legs - The nearest leg of the partner, when the partner stands side by side. • Inside the hands - Hands of the partner's closest, when the partner stands side by
side. • Jaleo - Partners turn once clockwise (with a near-touch right elbow) or counter according to the left elbow almost touching) using walking or any type of dance move. Hands near each other are at the waist. This is a tagalong term but comes from Spain. • Jump – Spring on one leg or both legs,
landing in both directions. • Qumintang – Moves the hand from the wrist either clockwise or clockwise. This is the term Ilocano. • Jump – Spring from one leg lands on the other foot in any direction (forward, backwards, backwards or expats) • Masiwak – To turn the hands off the wrist halfway then raise
and lower the wrist once or twice. This is an Ibanag term. • Outer Legs – Legs away partners, when a partner stands side by side. • Outer Hands – Hands away from one's partner, when a partner stands side by side. • Places – To put a foot in a particular or desirable position without putting weight on it.
The soles are located flat on the floor. • Point – Touch lightly with one leg leg, weight on the other. • Saludo – submissive partners with each other, to the audience, the opposite dancers, or to neighbors. • Sarok – Crosses the right leg (or left) in front of left (or right), bends the body slightly forward and
crosses the hand in front with the right (Left) handing the Left (Right). • Set – The formation of dances such as quadrille or unit consists of two or more pairs. • Stamps – To lower the feet olexically and noisyly on the floor (such as doing heavy measures). • Stars with Right Hand - Four or more people
advancing to the center and joining the right hand and circles around the clock using walking or changing or any other steps. • Stars with his left hand - just like the Stars with his right hand only join the left hand and clockwise directions. • Steps – To progress recede by raising and moving one foot to
another resting place. There is a complete weight transfer from one leg to the other. • Tap – To lightly tap with the ball or tip of the toes, put the weight on the legs. No changes or migration weight gain here. Many people enjoy learning the basic steps in folk dance to participate in either social or religious
traditions, or sometimes just to get some exercise. Whatever your reason for learning, folk dance is a fun form of movement involving dancers of all ages and backgrounds. Folk dance is a wide term used to describe various dances. Every culture around the world has its own folk dance, and there is
usually a dedicated one for big celebrations such as weddings. Folk dance terms are only defined as dances that have a certain set of steps or figures that repeat in time for music. There are also partners in folk dance, where everyone from one couple to many couples can dance at a time. Article Related
Fun Facts About Ballroom Dancing Pictures Of Clothing Dances While folk dances vary around the world, there are a few basic steps available in almost every dance and style. Many steps you might see before, while others may seem unique and challenging when the first attempt. Jumping May be one of
the most basic and energetic folk dance moves, jumping measures are often used in choreography. Some cultures combine subtitle hops, putting weight on one leg and then another. Others involve hopping back and forth, either in place or as a travel movement. Jumping is also used to bring skills and
intermediates to other measures that can also be done without leaving the ground. Chassé Chassés is found in ballet and jazz dances, and is also often used in folk dances. Considered a travel measure, this is a sleek side step that gets dancers to new positions in the room. You can also catch up on a
circle; most often it starts with the dancer stepping right, and then immediately brings the left foot to fulfill the right. The knee bends with the right step, and a small jump naturally occurs when the left leg is brought in. While in the jump, the right leg is taken off again. This movement recurs when dancers
move across the floor. Of course, this step can also begin with the left foot to reverse direction. Chassés is very illustrational when there are plenty of dancers on the floor at once. With some cultures combining clearly coloured costumes, it becomes a sleek exhibition of movement and celebration. While
most of the fundamental steps in folk dance can be identified in other dance genres as well, Schottishe is unique to dancing people alone. Stepping and jumping, dancers usually follow a pattern that Here with this: Step by Foot L with Foots steps R with L foot Hop with Foots steps R with R feet Step with
R feet Hop with R feet Repeat as desired The Schottishe can be used as a step trip, or in a sphere. It is usually used in welcome folk dances, or routines involving children. English Folk Dancing In USA and Europe, english folk dance is a popular form. It also has a few very new dance steps that can be
learned simply by reading a short written description. Allemande Right - A crooked arm up and the partner's hand is pressed along. The partner then runs in a circle, makes a full spin and ends up in their original place. Baskets - Involving up to eight dancers, men put their hands around the woman's back,
while women rest their hands on the man's shoulders. Connected, they pivot clockwise so they resemble a rotating basket shape. Cross Over - Walk past your partner's right shoulder, so you cross them, and then spin and repeat to face each other again. The basics of the People's Dance This is just a
few steps of dancing basic folk fun and easy to learn. If you're interested in learning folk dances, check out your local recreation center or dance studio. If you have a particular ethnic background that has roots in folk dances, cultural centers or groups in your area can help you learn dances specifically for
your heritage. You Read a Free Preview Page 3 is not shown in this preview. Different terms in Folk Dancing Upcoming SlideShare Loading in... 5 × 1 Like this show? Why not share it! 1. DIFFERENT TERMS ARE USED IN DANCING PEOPLE 2. BOW OR SALUDO Partners bow to each other against
dancers or to viewers. The term is spanish. Weigh the brush on one leg, swinging free legs in the arch, so that the ball or heel strikes the floor at the lowest point of the arch. This can be done forward, backwards, or backwards. 3. HOURS Like a motion on the clock handle moves left, when facing a circle
center imagine. Right shoulder towards the centre when moving forward. CLOCK COUNTER Direction watches, theclock hands move to the right, when facing a circle centre imagine when moving forward. CUT Quick changes weigh from one leg to the other that haunts the supporting legs. 4. DO-SI-DO
or DOS-A-DOS Two people walk towards each other, through a right shoulder step to the right and back to running backward position, past the left shoulder. DRAW FREE legs are pulled towards the legs, which support the weight, by pressing the legs against the floor as the closure is made. With or
without weight transfer. 5. FREE LEGS Foot does not support weight gain. HOP Spring on supporting legs, and ground on the same leg. HANDS FREE Hands do nothing. IN FOOT Foot near a person's partner when they stand side by side. 6. HANDS IN Hand near someone's partner when they stand
side by side JUMP Spring from a foot or two and land on both feet. LEAP Spring on the support leg and the ground on the other foot. FEET OUTSIDE Feet away from one's partner when they are standing next to a split. 7. OUTER HAND OUTSIDE far from someone's partner when they stand side by
side. CONTRARY To people standing in opposite positions across the set. GIRL's FRIEND to the right boy and boy to leave Girls. PLACE To put a foot (flat) in any desired position without putting weight on it. 8. POINT Touch foot or free football on the floor and stay there briefly. PIVOT Turns the balls,
heels, one or both legs in a permanent place. SET the formation of two or more SLIDE pairs To slide one foot along the floor seamlessly, with or no weight transfer. 9. STAMPS To lose a foot robbly on the floor with or without weight transfer. STEP Touch the legs or free football on the floor and stay there
for a while. FOOT SUPPORTERS Footy carries weight. 10. TAP Toe or free football is placed momentarily on the floor and re-lifted immediately. See TOUCH Point. WHIRL To turn quickly by implementing small steps in place to the right or left. 11. Basic rhythmic exposure to different tempOS, METERS,
ACOUSTEs and TIMES. 12. 2/4 Time Dance Steps 1 PATTERN CALCULATION STEPS. Place the heels of the bleeding measure, close 1.2 22. TouchPoint, close 1.2 3. Close Step Steps, close 1.2 4. Step Hop move, hop 1.2 5. Cross-step steps, crosses and crosses, step 1.2 6. Change step Steps,
close, steps 1 and 2 7. Changing Step Jump (one foot in front and the other behind) there are two changing steps in size 1.2 8. Contraganza Stepleap cross-step, steps 1 and 2 9.Habanera steps, close, steps 1.2 and 10. Heels and fingers exchange spot heel steps, finger points, steps, closes, steps 1,2/1
and 2 11. The crushing move with both feet flat on the floor, took a step slide of 1 and 2 13. 3/4 time Dancing Step STEP COUNTING 1.Native Waltz Steps, close, step 1,2,3 2. Cross Waltz Cross-step, close, Step 1,2.3 3. Waltz's remaining move, Close-heeels upwards, heels down 1,2,3 4.Mazurka step



slide, cut, hop 1,2,3 5. Redoba step slide, cut, cut 1.2.3 6. Sway Dance with Step Point, cross step, step point 12, 3/1.23 6. Sway Dance with Step Hop, cross step, step hop 12, 3/1,23 6. Sway Dance with Step Waltz, step cross, step, close, step 12, 3/1,2.3 9. Engano with waltz steps, cross steps, steps,
close, step 12, 3/1,2,3 14. 4/4 times Dancing StepS STEP COUNTING 1. Schottische's move, close, step, hop (raising foot ahead) 1,2,3,4 2. Step Escotis, close, step, hop (raise the foot behind) 1,2,3,4 3. Chotis step Brush, raising, brushing, raising/step, step, step, closing 1,2,3,4
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